
THE CDS F600 WIDE STILE EXTREME DUTY DOOR

For nearly three decades, CDS has produced the highest quality FRP clad doors featuring mortise and tenon main 

frame assembly and 6” head rail in every door model.  This construction method creates a stronger, more durable 

door panel and provides plenty of space for no-hassle, secure door closer installation. CDS F600 Extreme Duty 

Doors feature 6” wide hinge and lock stiles and 6” wide head and bottom rails – all with 3/16” wall thickness. This 

heavy duty main frame design allows for secure mounting of surface mounted hardware such as exit devices 

and closers without the need for thru bolting. The rugged design and heavy duty assembly of the F600 make 

this door the choice for any opening that may be subject to abuse. Our FRP doors are an excellent choice when 

replacing wood or hollow metal doors for interior or exterior applications. CDS F600 doors are available in four finish 

options: Anodized Aluminum, textured FRP in Pebble Grain or Hexpin available in fourteen standard colors; or authentic 

natural wood grain textured FRP in flush panel configuration in four standard colors.  

THE CDS F600 WIDE STILE EXTREME DUTY DOOR



SPECIFICATIONS

 

WINDOWS: (Optional) Available in a variety of shapes and sizes.

HINGES: CDS F600 doors are supplied with a heavy duty aluminum continuous hinge as standard. Doors can also be prepped for various customer 

specified or supplied hinge and hardware options.

In our continuing effort to improve our products, some specifications or descriptions may change. We reserve the right to make such changes without notice or recourse. 
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ALUMINUM COLORS
ANODIZED ALUMINUM TRIM OPTIONS:
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DOOR BODY: Heavy duty 3/16” wall aluminum with mortise and tenon joint system 

on all four joints with tie rods in the head and bottom rail. Clad with .120” thick FRP 

face sheets or .063” thick smooth aluminum face sheets. Panels foamed in-place 

with standard high density CFC-Free urethane foam or optional polystyrene.

FINISH: CDS F600 Doors are clad on both sides with .120” thick FRP pebble grain or 

hexpin face sheets (color options below), .063” thick smooth aluminum face sheets 

or .120” thick FRP authentic textured natural wood grain face sheets. Panels can 

also be painted to customer specifications.

ANODIZED ALUMINUM SKINS:
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WOOD GRAIN COLORS

Color shown may differ from actual color. 
Consult factory for exact color match and other color choices.

- CDS F600 doors are constructed with extra heavy duty                
   extruded aluminum 6” wide stiles and rails (3/16” wall thickness),  
   3/8” diameter galvanized tie rods and inter-locking edges. 

- Mortise and tenon main frame assembly is standard on all CDS doors.

- The CDS F600 is Green Guard Certified for Low Emitting          
   Products for Children and Schools and Indoor Air Quality.


